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Drone racing champion Luke Bannister poses for a photograph in his workshop in Wiltshire. Drone racing champion Luke Bannister poses for a photograph as he flies his first-person view (FPV) drone in Wiltshire,
western England following an interview with AFP. — AFP photos

Drone racing champion Luke Bannister poses for a photograph in Wiltshire. Drone racing champion Luke Bannister poses for a photograph with the radio
control of his first-person view (FPV) drone in Wiltshire, western England.

Drone racing champion Luke Bannister's workshop is pictured in Wiltshire.

"I t's like you're a  bird," says 16-year-old drone-racing
champion Luke Bannister as he whizzes his quad-
copter through the air with astonishing precision.

As drone use proliferates around the world, first-person
view (FPV) racing is really taking off-rather than watching
the craft from the ground, the pilot puts on a headset and
navigates with a real-time view from the camera mounted
on board.

Drones are playing a growing part in everyday life, from
parcel deliveries to video shoots, farming and security, so
perhaps it was only a matter of time before they made
their debut in the world of sport. FPV competitions pit
pilots against each other on race tracks, each competing
as if they were physically sat in a cockpit. With his goggles
in place, Bannister, a British schoolboy who goes by the
pseudonym "BanniUK", is practicing his skills at a park in
Ramsbury, a picturesque village in Wiltshire in rural south-
west England.

'Like a fighter jet' 
With a characteristic waspish buzz, the small polycarbon-

ate drone whizzes around a series of gates and obstacles that
Bannister has set up.  Most racing models are quadcopters,
which have four propellers and are capable of reaching
speeds topping 100 kilometers (60 miles) per hour.  Each
drone typically costs between $250-$375 (230-350 euros) with
the headset another $320-£435 (300-400 euros).

"When you put the goggles on it's like you're in the drone,"
says the youngster, wearing a tracksuit and body-warmer. "It's
an amazing experience," he told AFP. "It could be compared to
flying super-low and super-fast in a fighter jet.  It's really excit-
ing, and sort of like an extension of your body." Bannister first
got into aerial acrobatics at the age of 10, using a radio-con-
trolled polystyrene biplane.  Then, at 11, he became the dar-
ling of his local model aircraft club, where he built his own
planes and became their youngest pilot.

A few years later, he discovered the joys of FPV racing.  And

things really took off when he won the glitzy World Drone Prix
in Dubai in March last year, the world's biggest drone race. Set
against the Dubai skyline, the futuristic-looking racetrack is
full of neon lights and has many features in common with
motor racing: hairpin bends, pit stops-for changing batteries,
live onboard footage and commentators.  Wearing the colors
of his XBlades Racing team, Bannister scooped the $250,000
(235,000-euro) top prize.

To fly, for real 
"He made his name in Dubai," Vincent Sergere, from the

French specialist website Course-de-drone.fr, told AFP,
describing Bannister's flying technique as minimalistic. "He
has a very direct style as a pilot. You get the impression that
he doesn't ask himself many questions, that he really gets
straight to the point.  "The most difficult thing will be to keep
his place" in a rapidly-growing sport, he said. 

Still at school, Bannister lives an unusual daily life, dividing

his free time between practice, competitions and working on
his drones.  He is cultivating a presence on social media and
maintains a YouTube channel where he shows off his aerobat-
ic skills. "I want to.. enjoy myself, have fun with my friends,
mess around, have some good racing, and fly to the best of
my ability," he says. 

But there is also schoolwork to be done, something this
lively, ambitious teenager is careful not to neglect. "I have to
balance my schoolwork and my drone racing," he admits after
a practice session while walking back to his workshop which is
filled with rotors, batteries and wires.  "I spend the majority of
my time on schoolwork" to get the best possible marks. All
with one goal in mind: to fly, one day, for real. "The sport is
expanding at a rapid rate right now, but it's a bubble so it
could burst or it could keep expanding," he says. "So we'll see
where it goes, but I'd like to go to university and become a
pilot after that." — AFP

Boy racer drone champion flying high

Malabar Gold & Diamonds, one of the BIG 5
jewelry retailers globally launched a special
collection of diamond and 18K gold jewelry

named 'Heart to Heart' to celebrate the season of
love. 'Heart to Heart' jewelry collection showcases the
exclusive heart shaped jewelry which symbolizes the
best way to express your love. As the demand for
heart shaped jewelry increases during this season of
love, the jewelry retailer launched the exclusive col-
lection to cater to the customer demand. This unique
jewelry collection is a perfect gift to express true
emotions to your loved ones. With prices starting

from KWD 55 to KWD 250, there is something to fit
everyone's budget.

Customers can also choose from the diamond jew-
elry sets comprising of beautifully crafted pendant
with chain, pair of earrings and finger ring, available
from an affordable price of KWD 150 onwards. The
company has also launched a special necklace in 18K
gold jewelry which can be worn in 28 different ways. To
add more delight to this occasion, the customers can
also avail a branded Esprit or Westar watch absolutely
free with this limited edition jewelry. These promotion-
al sets will be available at their outlets in UAE, Qatar,

Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, Singapore & Malaysia until
14th February 2017.

Apart from these, Malabar Gold & Diamonds also
showcase an incredible collection of unique designs in
gold and diamond jewelry from Italy, Singapore,
Turkey, Bahrain, India, etc to suit the tastes and budget
of its different customers. Customers can also choose
gifts to their loved ones from their branded jewelry
segment that includes Era - Uncut Diamond Jewelry,
Ethnix - Handcrafted Designer Jewelry, Mine -
Diamonds Unlimited, Precia- Gem Jewelry and Divine -
Indian Heritage Jewelry.

Visitors of 360 MALL, Kuwait's iconic shopping
center, were captivated by a unique artistic
experiment that involved 12 artists trans-

forming large internal store hoardings into public
works of art.

The live art show 'Unframed', held in collabora-
tion with Artspace, provided mall visitors with the
opportunity to be part of this distinctive artistic
experience. Five large hoardings located on the dif-
ferent levels of the mall were transformed by these
artists who used their creativity and innovation to
capture their understanding of the concept of

"growth and development". 
The initiative also reflected the mall's effort to

attract artists in Kuwait and provide them with a
platform and an opportunity to unleash their artis-
tic brilliance.

Claudia Lopusinska, marketing manager, 360
MALL, explained: "360 MALL believes in the impor-
tance of endorsing art as a social and collective
process within public spaces, thereby creating a
culture of art appreciation in Kuwait."

She emphasized that 360 MALL will continue to
encourage and contribute to the evolution of

young talent in the community and provide joint
opportunities for creative collaborations in the
future.

With guests appreciating these exclusive art
pieces, one of the artists from Artspace comment-
ed: "The 'Unframed' live art show was truly every
artist's dream. Working on conceptual murals with
the ultimate freedom of expression is an unforget-
table and inspiring experience for all of us. We at
Artspace thank the 360 MALL management for
supporting artists and for encouraging public audi-
ences to appreciate the true value of art."

Malabar Gold &  Diamonds unveils 'Heart to Heart'
jewelry collection to celebrate the season of love

12 artists take part in 'Unframed' live at 360 MALL


